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Kabbalah for Beginners: An Introduction to Jewish Mysticism
Creek Ridge Publishing The Kabbalah has long languished in darkness, unknown outside the conﬁnes of Jewish Mysticism and the communities who practiced it. But today, the Kabbalah is well-known but often misunderstood. The story of Kabbalah is as old as Judaism itself, with many of the ideas
present in the Hebrew Scriptures interpreted in the canon of Kabbalah. Applying Jewish theological premises and Neo-Platonist cosmology, the Kabbalists created a systematic interpretation of familiar Creation Narrative in the Book of Genesis, which today illuminates and serves Judaism. At the same
time, Kabbalistic concepts have entered mainstream consciousness with great interest expressed in mainstream Christianity and even in modern science.

Kabbalah for Beginners
Understanding and Applying Kabbalistic History, Concepts, and Practices
Rockridge Press Gain a better understanding of the Kabbalah path to spiritual transformation and a deeper connection with the Jewish faith Coming from the Hebrew root that means "to receive," Kabbalah is known as the "inner" or "esoteric" dimension of Judaism. Kabbalah for Beginners is your
introduction to a great spiritual tradition that will help you deepen your experience of the Divine through Kabbalistic portals into the Eternal Present. Divided into four categories: theosophical, ecstatic, Hasidic, and contemporary, this book explores everything including ancient concepts, core teachings,
practices and traditions, and even misconceptions of Kabbalah. Written in a contemporary tone and point of view, this beginner's guide brings this ancient discipline into the here and now. In Kabbalah for Beginners you'll ﬁnd: God is existence--The Kabbalist method is that God is not a being, not even
the most supreme being, but is rather Being itself. What is Kabbalah--Get inspired by interspersed quotes from the Torah and frequent sidebars that highlight the Kabbalah's relevance to readers' experiences. Spirituality simpliﬁed--Learn through a clear straightforward language to bring intuitiveness to
deep philosophical concepts. Discover a contemporary guide to this ancient wisdom and move toward spiritual transformation.

Kabbalah for Beginners
A Beginner's Guide to the Hidden Wisdom
Laitman Kabbalah Publishers The Kabbalist Rabbi Laitman, who was the student and personal assistant to Rabbi Baruch Ashlag from 1979-1991, follows in the footsteps of his rabbi in passing on the wisdom of Kabbalah to the world. This book is based on sources that were passed down by Rabbi
Baruch's father, Rabbi Yehuda Ashlag (Baal HaSulam), the author of 'the Sulam', the commentaries on The Book of Zohar, who continued the ways of the Ari and Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai and many great Kabbalists throughout the generations before them. The goal of this book is to assist individuals in
confronting the ﬁrst stages of the spiritual realm. This unique method of study, which encourages sharing this wisdom with others, not only helps overcome the trials and tribulations of everyday life, but initiates a process in which individuals extend themselves beyond the standard limitations of today's
world.

Kabbalah for Beginners
An Introduction to the Wisdom of Kabbalah
CreateSpace Would you like to get a better understanding of what Kabbalah Is ? Do you want to improve your life in ways that you have been dreaming of? Do you want peace, happiness, and perhaps miracles to come into your life? Read "Kabbalah For Beginners An Introduction To The Wisdom Of
Kabbalah" For a simple to understand, and everyday explanation of this timeless practice. In "Kabbalah For Beginners" you will discover: The Brief Overview - What Is The Kabbalah? - A simple to understand, everyday explanation of this timeless secret The History Of Kabbalah - The History Of The
Kabbalah - Where, what, why and how Aspects of Kabbalah like.. . - Keter - harness the power of your super-conscious mind - Binah - understand the true state of joy - Chochmah - discover the art of selﬂessness - Da'at - improve your concentration and memory - Chesed - explore your emotions Gevurah - trust how to give correctly - Tiferet - awaken your heart and mercy and many more... Kabbalah For Beginners can help you develop your spiritual skills and gain a better understanding of the world around you. Just Scroll to the top and select the BUY button and receive your copy today of
"Kabbalah For Beginners An Introduction To The Wisdom Of The Kabbalah"

Cabala - The Mysticism of Numbers
Kabbalah Introduction Manual for Beginners. Harness the power of Numbers and Ancient Jewish Mysticism to Improve your Life
Amelia Teije Are you attracted to Kabbalah and Numerology? Are you a beginner and trying to understand more about the Magic Power of Numbers? Are you looking for more information about Jewish Mysticism of Kabbalah? You've come to the right place! Continue reading ..... This book will show you
the basics of Kabbalah, the essential philosophies that form the foundation of Jewish mysticism, and how you can apply this knowledge to your life. By reading this book you will learn : -What is Kabbalah (and what it is not!). -The Cabal and its fundamental principles -The fundamental Kabbalistic
concepts that you need to know to carry out the practice correctly -The most relevant angels for the practice of Kabbalah -The Cabal and its divine connection with the stars -The diﬀerence between the divine knowable and the unknowable -The levels of our soul and the way we ascend and descend
them -The Kabbalistic sacred texts that constitute the main source of our Kabbalistic knowledge And much more! ...... With this helpful guide as a starting point, you can ﬁnally launch into the practice of Kabbalah. You will ﬁnd this book essential, because you will learn that you do not need to be a
rabbis, or know Hebrew or Aramaic well, or even be Jewish in order to enjoy the light of Kabbalah in your life. This book is a great base of departures and you won't have to deal with the confusion that most beginners feel when reading other texts. Buy this book now to start hanging the Mysticism of
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Kabbalah Magic for Beginners
Kabbalah Magic for Beginners Damon Salvatore
Gain a better understanding of the Kabbalah path to spiritual transformation and a deeper connection with the Jewish faithComing from the Hebrew root that means "to receive," Kabbalah is known as the "inner" or "esoteric" dimension of Judaism. Kabbalah for Beginners is your introduction to a great
spiritual tradition that will help you deepen your experience of the Divine through Kabbalistic portals into the Eternal Present.Divided into four categories: theosophical, ecstatic, Hasidic, and contemporary, this book explores everything including ancient concepts, core teachings, practices and traditions,
and even misconceptions of Kabbalah. Written in a contemporary tone and point of view, this beginner's guide brings this ancient discipline into the here and now.In Kabbalah for Beginners you'll ﬁnd: God is existence―The Kabbalist method is that God is not a being, not even the most supreme being,
but is rather Being itself.What is Kabbalah―Get inspired by interspersed quotes from the Torah and frequent sidebars that highlight the Kabbalah's relevance to readers' experiences.Spirituality simpliﬁed―Learn through a clear straightforward language to bring intuitiveness to deep philosophical
concepts.Discover a contemporary guide to this ancient wisdom and move toward spiritual transformation.

Practical Kabbalah
A Guide to Jewish Wisdom for Everyday Life
Harmony Kabbalah is an ancient Jewish wisdom that explains the laws of spiritual energy. Up until very recently the Kabbalah was reserved for the elite, those who only after years of scholarship and practice were allowed to enter this mystical realm. However, one doesn't need to devote one's life to
intense study to reap the rich rewards of the Kabbalah. With just a basic understanding of a few key concepts, our lives can be enriched immensely. We can then begin to fulﬁll our deepest dreams and reach our most important goals, becoming the people we long to become. By learning to understand
the Seﬁrot--the ten spiritual properties that ﬂow from the cosmic source into our heart--we can connect to the universe and profoundly transform our experience of daily life. For example, Hessed, or "loving-kindness," represents the desire to be generous, while Gevurah is the desire to focus intently or
withhold. These properties must be balanced in order for harmony and well-being to occur. Rabbi Laibl Wolf shows how to maintain that balance and enjoy a healthy and productive life by using simple meditation and creative visualization techniques to grasp the spiritual nature of our life. Practical
Kabbalah draws upon ancient wisdom but oﬀers a modern interpretation and easy-to-understand techniques for delving deeper into our selves and our world and for reaping the bounteous gifts that were always meant for us.

The Essential Kabbalah
The Heart of Jewish Mysticism
Harper Collins A translation of the Kabbalah for the layperson includes a compact presentation of each primary text and features a practical analysis and vital historical information that oﬀer insight into the various aspects of Jewish mysticism.

Kabbalah For Dummies
John Wiley & Sons Kabbalah For Dummies presents a balanced perspective of Kabbalah as an “umbrella” for a complex assemblage of mystical Jewish teachings and codiﬁcation techniques. Kabbalah For Dummies also shows how Kabbalah simultaneously presents an approach to the study of text, the
performance of ritual and the experience of worship, as well as how the reader can apply its teaching to everyday life.

Basic Concepts in Kabbalah
Laitman Kabbalah Publishers By reading in this book, one develops internal observations and approaches that did not previously exist within. This book is intended for contemplation of spiritual terms. To the extent that we are integrated with these terms, we begin to unveil the spiritual structure that
surrounds us, almost as if a mist had been lifted.

A Kabbalah and Jewish Mysticism Reader
U of Nebraska Press An unprecedented annotated anthology of the most important Jewish mystical works, A Kabbalah and Jewish Mysticism Reader is designed to facilitate teaching these works to all levels of learners in adult education and college classroom settings. Daniel M. Horwitz's insightful
introductions and commentary accompany readings in the Talmud and Zohar and writings by Ba'al Shem Tov, Rav Kook, Abraham Joshua Heschel, and others. Horwitz's introduction describes ﬁve major types of Jewish mysticism and includes a brief chronology of their development, with a timeline. He
begins with biblical prophecy and proceeds through the early mystical movements up through current beliefs. Chapters on key subjects characterize mystical expression through the ages, such as Creation and deveikut ("cleaving to God"); the role of Torah; the erotic; inclinations toward good and evil;
magic; prayer and ritual; and more. Later chapters deal with Hasidism, the great mystical revival, and twentieth-century mystics, including Abraham Isaac Kook, Kalonymous Kalman Shapira, and Abraham Joshua Heschel. A ﬁnal chapter addresses today's controversies concerning mysticism's place
within Judaism and its potential for enriching the Jewish religion.

Introduction to the Book of Zohar, Volume 1
The Science of Kabbalah (Pticha)
Laitman Kabbalah Publishers The Science of Kabbalah (Pticha) is the ﬁrst in a series of texts that Rav Michael Laitman, Kabbalist and scientist, designed to introduce readers to the special language and terminology of the Kabbalah. Here, Rav Laitman reveals authentic Kabbalah in a manner that is both
rational and mature. Readers are gradually led to an understanding of the logical design of the Universe and the life whose home it is. The Science of Kabbalah, a revolutionary work that is unmatched in its clarity, depth, and appeal to the intellect, will enable readers to approach the more technical
works of Baal HaSulam (Rabbi Yehuda Ashlag), such as 'Talmud Eser Seﬁrot' and Zohar. Although scientists and philosophers will delight in its illumination, laymen will also enjoy the satisfying answers to the riddles of life that only authentic Kabbalah provides. Now, travel through the pages and prepare
for an astonishing journey into the 'Upper Worlds'.
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Moses Cordovero's Introduction to Kabbalah
An Annotated Translation of His Or Neʼerav
KTAV Publishing House, Inc. First published in 1587, Moses Cordovero's now classic introduction to Kabbalah, Or Ne'erav, was intended to serve several purposes; it was meant both to provide a justiﬁcation for the study of Kabbalah and to encourage that study by providing detailed instructions for
interested laymen on how to go about that study; indeed, it was intended as a precis of Cordovero's much larger Pardes Rimmonim. In many ways, Cordovero was ideally suited to compose such a work. His teacher of rabbinics was no other than R. Joseph Caro, author of the Shulhan Arukh, which rapidly
became the halakhic code par excellence. His master in Kabbalah was Solomon ha-Levi Alkabetz, whose sister he subsequently married. The result of his studies with both was no less than a kabbalistic "code", a systematic kabbalistic theology of the Zohar, the basic text of Jewish mysticism. But this
work was too large, and too complex to be easily mastered. Moreover, it assumed too much previous knowledge to serve as an introduction to the subject; hence the need for Or Ne'erav. Or Ne'erav succeeded in fulﬁlling all these purposes, and has remained a classic introduction to the study of
Kabbalah - and is used as such to this day. Dr. Robinson's accurate but readable translation is the ﬁrst English rendition of this essential work. -- Back cover.

The Kabbalistic Tradition
An Anthology of Jewish Mysticism
Penguin UK ‘The Torah is both hidden and revealed ... there is a secret meaning to the holy Torah that is not written down explicitly or explained in it’ This selection oﬀers a comprehensive survey of the 'Kabbalah', the body of writings in the Jewish mystical tradition. It features texts from a variety of
literary forms, from the earliest biblical sources through to the early twentieth century, with a section on 'practical kabbalistic knowledge and procedure' to appeal to the modern market.

Path of the Kabbalah
International Religious Foundation, Incorporated

Innerspace
Introduction to Kabbalah, Meditation and Prophecy
Moznaim Publishing Corporation Based on a series of lectures that Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan gave to a small group of students in Brooklyn in 1981, this contains transcripts of the series on the kabbalistic system, and testiﬁes to his wonderful ability to transmit profound ideas in a readily-graspable way.
Although this is an introductory text, it contains many perspectives that are expressed in a unique way, so it would be quite valuable even for the more advanced student of Jewish mysticism.

Jewish Magic Before the Rise of Kabbalah
Raphael Patai Series in Jewish A comprehensive study of Jewish magic in the late antiquity and the early Islamic period-the phenomenon, the sources, and method for its research, and the history of scholarly investigation into its nature and origin.

Kabbalah
The Way of The Jewish Mystic
Shambhala Publications Unraveling the web of ancient traditions hidden in such texts as the Sefer Yetzirah and the Zohar, this book traces history and oﬀers an accessible introduction to understanding Kabbalah and its practices. Jewish mysticism has ﬂourished—sometimes brilliantly, sometimes
darkly—over ﬁve thousand years. This pioneering, popular text on Jewish mysticism was the ﬁrst written for a general audience, and in it, Perle Besserman oﬀers a lively and accessible introduction to the methods, schools, and practitioners of this intriguing world. She traces the history of Kabbalah
through the lives of its illustrious scholars and saints and unravels the web of ancient traditions hidden in such texts as Sefer Yetzirah and the Zohar. Running through these pages are the words of the outstanding Kabbalists and mystics—including Simeon bar Yohai, Isaac Luria, Abraham Abulaﬁa, and
the Baal Shem Tov—giving instructions on practices ranging from contemplation of the Bible’s secret teachings to ritual, ecstatic prayer, and intensive meditation.

Understanding Judaism
A Basic Guide to Jewish Faith, History, and Practice
Mesorah Publications What does the Torah say that makes it relevant to today? How can we understand the mitzvos? Why should I believe? Why be Jewish? What does a Jew have to do? Is science an enemy of Judaism?JEP has answers. For decades, the Jewish Education Prog

Mysteries of the Kabbalah
A text supplemented by more than a hundred illustrations of letters, art, and sculpture covers such topics as the four divine names and the ﬁve modalities of being, the light of inﬁnity, and the signiﬁcance of each of the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, in addition to exploring the vital inﬂuence of the
Kabbalah on art, literature, music, architecture, psychoanalysis, and health.
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Jewish Meditation
A Practical Guide
Schocken Students of mediation are usually surprised to discover that a Jewish mediation tradition exists and that it was an authentic and integral part of mainstream Judaism until the eighteenth century. Jewish Meditation is a step-by-step introduction to meditation and the Jewish practice of meditation
in particular. This practical guide covers such topics as mantra meditation, contemplation, and visualization within a Jewish context. It shows us how to use meditative techniques to enhance prayer using the traditional liturgy—the Amidah and the Shema. Through simple exercises and clear explanations
of theory, Rabbi Kaplan gives us the tools to develop our spiritual potential through an authentically Jewish meditative practice.

God in Your Body
Kabbalah, Mindfulness and Embodied Spiritual Practice
GodinYourBody.com An indispensable resource to embodied spirituality reveals how to experience God rather than just engage God as an idea, sharing physical exercises, meditation practices, and visualization activities that will join body and spirit. Original.

God & the Big Bang
Discovering Harmony Between Science & Spirituality
Jewish Lights Publishing Mysticism and science: What do they have in common? How can one enlighten the other? By drawing on modern cosmology and ancient Kabbalah, Matt shows how science and religion can together enrich our spiritual awareness and help us recover a sense of wonder and ﬁnd
our place in the universe. Drawing on the insights of physics and Jewish mysticism, Daniel Matt uncovers the sense of wonder and oneness that connects us with the universe and God. He describes in understandable terms the parallels between modern cosmology and ancient Kabbalah. He shows how
science and religion together can enrich our spiritual understanding. We "embody the energy" of the big bang, writes Matt. Furthermore, "God is not somewhere else, hidden from us. God is right here hidden from us." To discover the presence of God, Matt draws on both science and theology, fact and
belief, and on the truths embodied in Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam and Christianity, as well as Judaism. A rich dialogue between the physical and the spiritual, God & the Big Bang takes us on a deeply personal, thoughtful and inspiring journey that helps us ﬁnd our place in the universe--and the universe
in ourselves.

Simple Kabbalah
A Simple Wisdom Book
Conari Press In Simple Kabbalah, journalist and Jewish scholar Kim Zetter outlines the history of this mystic tradition, the main tenets of its belief system, and explains its central symbol, the Tree of Life. She then shows how to practice the wisdom of Kabbalah in everyday life through meditation and
exercises for calming the mind and sharpening awareness. As we gradually absorb this ancient form of knowledge, we see how it aﬀects every aspect of our lives, from attitudes about work and the environment to our social and personal interactions. Despite its popularity at cocktail parties and in the
media, few people genuinely understand what Kabbalah is. Unlike traditional Judaism, Kabbalah views God as a divine source of light, energy, and love, ever present in the physical world, rather than a patriarchal diety. Kabbalah practitioners look beyond a literal interpretation of the Hebrew Bible for
information about the soul; the nature of God, Creation, and the spiritual world; and humans' relationship to God and to each other.

The Torah For Dummies
John Wiley & Sons An easy-to-understand introduction to Judaism's most sacred text The foundation of Hebrew and Jewish religion, thought, law, and society is the Torah-the parchment scroll containing the text of the Five Books of Moses that is located in every synagogue. This accessible guide explains
the Torah in clear language, even to those who were not raised in the Jewish religious tradition. Christians who want to know more about the Jewish roots of Christianity need to understand the Torah, as do followers of Islamic tradition and those interested in the roots of Abrahamic faiths. The Torah For
Dummies explains the history of the Torah, its structure and major principles, and how the Torah aﬀects the daily lives of people who follow the Jewish way of life.

Kabbalah
The Ultimate Guide for Beginners Wanting to Understand Hermetic and Jewish Qabalah Along with the Power of Mysticism
Do you ﬁnd yourself drawn to the mystical Kabbalah? Are you a beginner, seeking to understand what this wonderful, Kabbalistic way of life is all about? Perhaps you're seeking more information about Jewish mysticism? Whatever the case, this book will show you the very basics about Kabbalah, the
essential philosophies that form the foundations of Jewish mysticism, and how you can apply this knowledge to your life. In this book, you'll learn: What the Kabbalah is (and what it isn't!) The Hermetic Qabalah, and its fundamental principles The core Kabbalistic concepts you need to know to get your
practice right The angels that are most relevant to the practice of Kabbalah Kabbalah and its divine connection to the stars The diﬀerence between the knowable and unknowable Divine The ﬁve levels of your soul and how we ascend them and descend them The sacred Kabbalistic texts that form the
main source of your Kabbalistic knowledge And lots more! With this handy guidebook as your starting point, you can ﬁnally take the plunge into your practice of Kabbalah. You will ﬁnd this book to be a refreshing one, as you learn that you don't have to be a rabbi, or know how to speak ﬂuent Hebrew or
Aramaic, or even be a Jew before you enjoy the light of the Kabbalah in your life. Before you read any other book, use this one as a launchpad, and you won't have to deal with the confusion that most beginners often experience when reading other texts. Click the "add to cart" button to learn how to
follow the way of Kabbalah.

Essential Judaism: Updated Edition
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A Complete Guide to Beliefs, Customs & Rituals
Simon and Schuster You’ll ﬁnd everything you need to know about being Jewish in this indispensable, revised and updated guide to the religious traditions, everyday practices, philosophical beliefs, and historical foundations of Judaism. What happens at a synagogue service? What are the rules for
keeping kosher? How do I light the Hanukah candles? What is in the Hebrew Bible? What do the Jewish holidays signify? What should I be teaching my children about being Jewish? With the ﬁrst edition of Essential Judaism, George Robinson oﬀered the world the accessible compendium that he sought
when he rediscovered his Jewish identity as an adult. In his “ambitious and all-inclusive” (New York Times Book Review) guide, Robinson illuminates the Jewish life cycle at every stage and lays out many fascinating aspects of the religion—the Kabbalah and Jewish mysticism, the evolution of Hasidism,
and much more—while keeping a ﬁrm focus on the diﬀerent paths to living a good Jewish life in today’s world. Now, a decade and a half later, Robinson has updated this valuable introductory text with information on topics including denominational shifts, same-sex marriage, the intermarriage debate,
transgender Jews, the growth of anti-Semitism, and the changing role of women in worship, along with many other hotly debated topics in the contemporary Jewish world and beyond. The perfect gift for a Bar/Bat Mitzvah or anyone thinking about conversion—this is the ultimate companion for anyone
interested in learning more about Judaism, the kind of book its readers will revisit over and over for years to come.

Kabbalah for the Student
Laitman Kabbalah Publishers The greatest contemporary Kabbalists, Rav Yehuda Ashlag, and his son and successor, Rav Baruch Ashlag provide an eye-opening answers to life's most fundamental question: "What is the meaning of my life?" Based on their interpretations of 'The Book of Zohar', and 'The
Tree of Life', we can now learn how to beneﬁt from the wisdom of Kabbalah on a day-to-day basis. In addition to authentic texts by these great Kabbalists, this book oﬀers illustrations that accurately depict the evolution of the Upper Worlds as Kabbalists experience them, as well as several helpful
essays to enhance our understanding of the texts. Rav Michael Laitman, Ph.D., Rav Baruch Ashlag's personal assistant and prime student, compiled all the texts a Kabbalah student would need to attain the spiritual worlds. In his daily lessons, Rav Laitman bases his teaching on these inspiring texts, thus
helping novices and veterans alike to better understand the spiritual path we undertake on our fascinating journey to the Higher Realms. If you truly seek the meaning of life, your heart will lead you through the writings of these great Kabbalists, who wrote them from their hearts to yours. Through their
words, you will discover lifes essence and power, and your own eternal existence.

Meditation and Kabbalah
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Meditative methods of Kabbalah. A lucid presentation of the meditative methods, mantras, mandalas and other devices used, as well as a penetrating interpretation of their signiﬁcance in the light of contemporary meditative research.

The Essential Zohar
The Source of Kabbalistic Wisdom
Harmony For thousands of years, no book has been more shrouded in mystery than the Zohar, yet no book oﬀers us greater wisdom. The central text of Kabbalah, the Zohar is a commentary on the Bible’s narratives, laws, and genealogies and a map of the spiritual landscape. In The Essential Zohar,
the eminent kabbalist Rav P. S. Berg decodes its teachings on evil, redemption, human relationships, wealth and poverty, and other fundamental concerns from a practical, contemporary perspective. The Zohar and Kabbalah have traditionally been known as the world’s most esoteric sources of spiritual
knowledge, but Rav Berg has dedicated his life to making this concentrated distillation of inﬁnite wisdom available to people of all faiths so that we may use its principles to live each day in harmony with the divine.

Kabbalah Made Easy
John Hunt Publishing Kabbalah Made Easy is a down-to-earth, no-red-strings-attached look at the Judaic mystical system that has been made famous by the Kabbalah Center. The book explains why Kabbalah can seem so complex and breaks the system down into simple, understandable chunks. It
examines the diﬀerent systems that are in operation today including the Lurianic tradition, the Golden Dawn, magical, alchemical and Christian Kabblah as well as the re-emerging Toledano Tradition, which is taking Kabbalah back to its roots while making it accessible to the modern world. The book
explains the basics of the Kabbalistic Tree of Life diagram as well as the four worlds of Jacob's Ladder. It includes Kabbalistic lore on angels, astrology and gematria, as well as exercises and meditations that are simple but profound.

On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism
Letters of Light
How the 22 letters of the Hebrew Alphabet, the alef-beis, (the construction materials with which G-d built our earthly and spiritual existence) continue as a source of creation, reﬂection, prayer and inspiration in our everyday lives.

Back To The Sources
Simon and Schuster Essays analyze the major traditional texts of Judaism from literary, historical, philosophical, and religious points of view.

The Holy Kabbalah
Cosimo, Inc. Kabbalah has gained notoriety in recent years, thanks in large part to a publicity boost from celebrity adherents like Madonna. Yet the uninitiated may be surprised to learn that Jewish mysticism has been practiced for thousands of years. First published in 1929, The Holy Kabbalah is Arthur
E. Waite's guide to these esoteric teachings. Divided into twelve books, with ﬁve appendices and a detailed index, this heavily researched volume traces the origins of Kabbalah and examines its inﬂuence (if any) on astrology, alchemy, and freemasonry. Including a close look at Kabbalistic literature,
and sections on the Zohar and the Ten Sephiroth, this volume will serve as an excellent introduction to the secret tradition for those wanting to learn more about Kabbalah out of scholarship or curiosity. American-born British author ARTHUR EDWARD WAITE (1857-1942) was cocreator of the famous
1910 Rider-Waite Tarot deck. Among his numerous books are Book of Ceremonial Magic, Devil Worship in France, and New Encyclopedia of Freemasonry.

Lessons in Tanya
Kehot Publications Society Iggeret HaKodesh (Epistles 1-20) is the fourth volume in this series. It covers the ﬁrst twenty pastoral letters originally written by the Alter Rebbe over a period of years to the chassidic community at large.
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Jewish Mysticism
The Ultimate Guide to Understanding Kabbalah, Merkabah Mysticism, and Ashkenazi Hasidism
If you want to explore Jewish Mysticism, then keep reading... Jewish Mysticism is a powerful expression within the Jewish tradition. Rooted in antiquity and veiled in mystery until quite recently, Jewish Mysticism has burst into the modern world in guises both illuminating and bewildering. Throughout
Jewish history, ﬂashes of the light held within sacred texts have sparked the sages' inquisitive minds throughout the Diaspora. Rising out of the ashes of the Temples once standing in Jerusalem, the texts and theologies associated with Jewish Mysticism have comforted and ecstatically raise those who
have used their knowledge. In this book, we'll review key texts, including: Seﬁr ha Behir Seﬁr Yetzirah Ma'aseh Merkavah and the accompanying Heikhalot literature But in examining these texts, we'll also delve into the historical contexts in which they were written and how they served as spiritual
responses to the tribulations of the Jewish people, interpreted by those who wrote and disseminated them. You'll discover fascinating things along the way... You'll meet some great sages, chief among them the Father of Lurianic Kabbalah, Isaac Luria, his disciple Moses de Leon, and the great Moses
Cordovero, who recognized the need for Messianic hope in the face of oppression. You'll meet the seﬁrot and be introduced to their mysteries as the emanations of the Divine. You'll learn about key Kabbalistic concepts like tzimtzum, shevirah, and tikkun and what they mean, as a foundation for
understanding the operation of the seﬁrot, set in Etz Chaim (the Tree of Life). You'll see how spiritually powerful texts can be abused through popularization. This always concerned the Kabbalistic sages and is the reason for the traditionally limited transmission of Kabbalah. You'll learn how the
Ashkenazi Hassidim came to be the powerful manifestation of Judaism they are today and how they went from being the "bad boys" of Judaism to part of the ultra-Orthodox Haredi movement. You'll meet the Baal Shem Tov, father of the Hassidic renaissance, and the Vilna Gaon, leader of the Mitnagdim,
once at war with each other but the originators of a new iteration of Hassidic life and practice, in response to the Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment). This book provides a detailed introduction to the fascinating world of Jewish Mysticism and the community most closely associated with it. Bring your
curiosity and questions and open the door to the mysteries of this vibrant corner of the Jewish World. Click the "add to cart" button and step into the fascinating world of Jewish Mysticism.

Judaism For Dummies
John Wiley & Sons Judaism isn’t a race or even a particular culture or ethnic group. There are about 13 or 14 million Jews spread around the world, including about 6 million in the United States and about 5 million in Israel – so Judaism clearly isn’t “a nation.” So what does it mean to be Jewish? Here are
the basics: Being Jewish (being “a Jew”) means you’re a Member of the Tribe (an M-O-T). The tribe started with a couple named Abraham and Sarah about 4,000 years ago, it grew over time, and it’s still here today. You can become part of the Jewish tribe in two ways: By being born to a Jewish mother
or joining through a series of rituals (called converting). Judaism is a set of beliefs, practices, and ethics based on the Torah. You can practice Judaism and not be Jewish, and you can be a Jew and not practice Judaism. Whether you're interested in the religion or the spirituality, the culture or the ethnic
traditions, Judaism For Dummies explores the full spectrum of Judaism, dipping into the mystical, meditative, and spiritual depth of the faith and the practice. In this warm and welcoming book, you'll ﬁnd coverage of Orthodox Jews and breakaway denominations Judaism as a daily practice The food and
fabric of Judaism Jewish wedding ceremonies Celebrations and holy days 4,000 years of pain, sadness, triumph, and joy Great Jewish thinkers and historical celebrities Jews have long spread out to the corners of the world, so there are signiﬁcant Jewish communities on many continents. Judaism For
Dummies oﬀers a glimpse into the rituals, ideas, and terms that are woven into the history and everyday lives of Jewish people as near as our own neighborhoods and as far-reaching as across the world.

The Cambridge History of Magic and Witchcraft in the West
From Antiquity to the Present
Cambridge University Press This book presents twenty chapters by experts in their ﬁelds, providing a thorough and interdisciplinary overview of the theory and practice of magic in the West. Its chronological scope extends from the Ancient Near East to twenty-ﬁrst-century North America; its objects of
analysis range from Persian curse tablets to US neo-paganism. For comparative purposes, the volume includes chapters on developments in the Jewish and Muslim worlds, evaluated not simply for what they contributed at various points to European notions of magic, but also as models of alternative
development in ancient Mediterranean legacy. Similarly, the volume highlights the transformative and challenging encounters of Europeans with non-Europeans, regarding the practice of magic in both early modern colonization and more recent decolonization.

Gates of Light
Rowman Altamira This central text of Jewish mysticism was written in thirtenth-century Spain, where Kabbalah ﬂourished. Considered to be the most articulate work on the mystical Kabbalah, Gates of Light provides a systematic and comprehensive explanation of the Names of God and their mystical
applications. The Kabbalah presents a unique strategy for intimacy with the Creator and new insights into the Hebrew Scriptures. In the Kabbalah, aspects of God emanate from a hierarchy of Ten Spheres interconnected by channels that may be disrupted or repaired through human activity.
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